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Neous shoes dupe

Page 2 30 comments This Week, my editor and I in Topshop's Oxford Circus location on his way to work, leaving with three pairs of the same sandals between us. I certainly didn't expect to buy some of not quite practical square strappy sandals, but they sold out within a matter of days online and were even better than I
thought they would be in real life. So much so that I bought two pairs. I thought the thin straps could dig into my blister-prone feet, however, they're surprisingly soft and the really low heels make them shoes you can actually walk in. The Topshop heels were eventually rebooted in the original black and red styles and now
there are new colors to choose from: lime and white. One of my favorite types of posts to do is roundups of great designer dupes. (And I know that they are also your favorite, this post from Spring Designer Dupes is one of my most popular posts of all time and literally gets tons of views every day!) I love finding
affordable versions of my favorite high end styles. Whether it's finding the perfect Valentino Rockstud looks or a Chloe Drew bag dupe, there are so many amazing, affordable options out there to help you get the look for less. Before we got to the roundup, I wanted to call out some designer dolls that I just got myself... if
you follow me on Instagram, you may have seen these snaps already! Kaitlyn Pan Valentino Rockstud T-Band Sandals Dupe // Valentino Rockstud Sandal I Just Got This And Got Them Non-Stop Wearing! They're really comfortable and just $80! The quality of the studs is really good. They are available in black, blue,
cognac, and taupe. I can't recommend it enough! I get so many compliments every time I wear them. They fit true to size, but if you're between, I'll size up. They're a little on the narrow side. Target Stuart Weitzman Simple Ankle Strap Sandals Dupe // Stuart Weitzman Simple Single Band Sandal I've been living in this
since I got them over the summer. They're just a simple, low block heel sandal that's a fantastic $28 dupe for the Stuart Weitzman Simple ankle strap sandals. Super comfortable, you can wear them all day. Royou Yiouer Valentino Rockstud dupe // Valentino Rockstud OK, so there's also a Kaitlyn Pan version, but I
ordered the Royou Yiouer version that's just $57.99! The quality of the studs is impeccable and the low kitten heel makes these shoes very bearable and comfortable. It is available in 15 colors! I think I can kick up some other shades. Target Chloe Faye Dupe // Chloe Faye Bag I fell in love with this Chloe dupe on a
target run a few weeks ago and was so excited! When I put it on IG stories, I got so many DM's about it... and it wasn't online. Finally today it hit the web, so I'm psyched to be able to share it with you! I love the little scarf that comes with it! is only $34 and is such a nice quality! Check out some more of my favorite fall
designer dupes! Valentino Rockstud T-Band Sandal // Valentino Rockstud Rockstud Sandal Dupe Chloe Faye Small Bag // Chloe Faye Small Bag Dupe Chloe Pixie Bag // Chloe Pixie Bag Dupe Gucci Princetown Loafer Mule // Gucci Princetown Loafer Mule Dupe Stuart Weitzman Pearlbacari Bootie / Stuart Weitzman
Pearlbacari Bootie dupe Gucci Dionysus Bag // Gucci Dionys /Stuart Weitzman Simple Single Strap Sandal Dupe Saint Laurent Niki Crystal Decorating Boot Dupe Chloe Drew Bag // Chloe Drew Bag Dupe Manolo Blahnik Hangisi Jewel Pump // Manolo Blahnik Hangisi Juvenile So Many Amazing Dupes Isn't that Saint
Laurent wild?? I know they're over the top more than a little bit, but I thought it was nuts that they were $10k and that there was a dupe under $150! Pinged out one of you brave babies might be interested haha! Which dupes are your favor? Do you have a designer dupe you're obsessed with? Print the comments and let
me know! We all love a good designer shoe, but every time I look at their price tags I literally start crying. Here are 10 dupes for some of the biggest shoe trends of the moment that won't break your bank (or your heart). Dad Sneakers Balenciaga Triple S Sneakers ($1415.00) Topshop Cairo Chunky Sneakers ($75.00)
Move Over, mom jeans: dad sneakers take over. These chunky, oversized shoes look like they're torn right out of your dad's wardrobe in the '80s, and I love it. One of the most beloved dad shoes on the market right now is the Balenciaga Triple S Trainers who have been spotted on some of our favorite celebs, including
Bella Hadid and Hailey Bieber. Love the trend but don't want to pay $1500? Don't worry, Topshop has you covered. Buy here! Fur-Lined Loafers Gucci Princeton Leather Slippers ($1190.00)Steve Madden Khloe Loafers ($100.00) Is there anything more iconic in designer shoes than Gucci Princeton loafers? Absolutely
not. Based on the style of a moccasin, the loafers are lightweight, comfortable, and strong. They're relaxed but chic and portable all year-out, making their popularity well deserved. That said, these babies are over $1000, making them a little less than affordable. Fortunately, Steve Madden has the perfect dupe. Buy here!
Thigh-High Boots Stuart Weitzman Tieland Boot ($798.00)Name It Spring Agrelidia Boot ($99.99) Thigh-High Boots Are Back, Baby. These versatile boots are perfect for any outfit: pair them with jeans and a sweater on a bright fall day, or style them with a cocktail dress for a night on the town. Stuart Weitzman's Tieland
Boat is one of the most popular designer thigh-high boots out there; they are available in different heel heights in leather or suede and have a cult following. As gorgeous as they may be, the price point is a tad steep so here's a lil tip: Call It Spring has a super similar pair. Buy here! White Boots Christian So Kate Pointy
Toe Bootie ($1095.00) Zara Leather Stiletto Heeled Single Boat ($129.00) For years, black shoes ruled everything, especially in the colder seasons. However, we all know that fashion is always changing, and so voila: white is the new black. White boots are fab because they go with everything but have an extra
brightness that makes an outfit pop. Christian Louboutin embodies this trend and introduced a white ankle boot that makes us drool just look at it. However, a good alternative can be found at Zara for 10% of the price. Such a steal! Buy here! Snakeskin Boots Yeezy Python Leather Ankle Boots ($1060.00) Shein
Snakeskin Pattern Lace Zipper Stiletto Boots ($42.00) Stand back leopard print, there's a new pattern in town. A pressure like snakeskin is perfect because it can be very neutral or incredibly noticeable depending on the color. Pair a bright snakeskin boot with a casual outfit and the look is transformed. Kanye West
embraced the trend for Yeezy and has designed some versions of the python boot. These stiletto boots by Shein are a dead ringer for Yeezy's ankle boots, except a small difference in heel height. Buy here! Sculpture heels Neous Disa Suede Mules ($895) Mango Geometric Heel Leather Shoe ($119.99) Typically worn
on the runway, sculpture heels were recently taken to the streets. These abstract heels are the polar opposite to the ugly sneaker trend and are a fresh take on a classic heel. My main reason for loving these shoes is that on top of a work of art, they are so, so comfortable. With a base that is a very sturdy as the typical
stiletto, these shoes give you the visual interest of a typical high heel without the pain. These mules by Neous are the epitome of the trend, with a minimalist twist on the abstract heel. We also love these geometric heels by Mango - the same idea, a lot less moola. Buy here! Rockstud Pump Valentino Rockstud Patent
Leather Pump ($1320.00) Sole Society Tiia Heel ($69.95) Unless you live under a rock, you'll recognize this next pair of designer shoes. Edgy still subtle, Valentino rock stud heels have been dominating the designer shoe market for years. Since their 2010 launch, these heels have sold out entirely every season, and
have been named the best fashion investment thanks to their high quality and longev life. Their popularity lies in their versatility as they can put on any garment, from a simple pair of denim to an evening gown. They have a timeless quality, which is different from most shoe trends that come and go. Fortunately for those
of us who want the look without the price tag, there are quite a few decent dupes out there, including Sole Society's Tiia Heel. Blessing! Buy here. Platform Sandals Prada Logo Heel Sport Sandal ($960.58)Aldo Zarella Sandal ($85.00) The award for best return shoe goes to the platform sandal. Many women have a
love/hate relationship with these shoes; in all aren't they exactly the epitome of grace and beauty. That Said, these babies are outdoors comfortable and easy to carry. Just like the dad sneaker trend, they cross into the realm of being ugly and add a statement to every outfit they put together with. Prada has a platform
sports sandal that looks like my grandfather's bulky sandals, but there's something so effortlessly stylish about them. Aldo has a similar pairing with a little more of a platform. Thanks for the style tip, Grandpa. Buy here! Clear Shoes Yeezy Season 2 Lucite Heels ($840) Steve Madden Camille Clear Heel ($120) Straight
out of the '90s, clear shoes are back. Incorporated into SS2018 collections by many designers, including Chanel and Alexander Wang, this trend has been revamped and transformed into a modern must-have. The beauty of clear shoes is that they can be any silhouette — sandals, stilettos, mules, you name it. The
options are endless. The clear trend is also booming in other forms of dress - clear purse, any one? My favorite PVC style should be Yeezy's lucite heels. Kim K rocked it on Instagram more than once, and they envious of me incredibly. However, Steve Madden's look is just as quiet - and the price is much easier to
handle. Buy here! Buckles Givenchy Bucked Ankle Boots in leather with studs ($1395.00) ASOS Asher Leather Studded Ankle Boots ($88.37) Buckle your seatbelt because this trend is everywhere. We have Self-Portrait to thank for this, as they had buckle shoes along with every single look for their SS18 runway show.
Something about buckles just adds a little edge to a pair of shoes without getting too out there. It's a subtle but powerfully added detail, and Givenchy absolutely killed it with their ankle boots. No prob if you don't want to drop your month's rent on your shoes though... ASOS has a good alternative. Buy here! Thank God
for knockouts, hey? Now if you'll excuse me, I have a pair of shoes to buy.  xoxo Katie Katie
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